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The UCF Report
'

News and Announcements for the Faculty and Staff of the University of Central Florida

Gloyna: Radioactive waste
a federal responsibility
By BERNADETTE L. CROTTY

Knight Notes
A reminder. . .
Holiday coming up!
Please note that the
Memorial Day Holiday will
be observed on Monday,
May 26, 1980.
Have a safe and enjoyable
holiday.

On this date in 1948, the
Jewish National Council
proclaimed the independent
state of Israel, and three
days short of that
proclamation's first
anniversary, Israel was
admitted as a new nation to
the United Nations.

Do you feel that a heavy
burden has been lifted from
your shoulders? You should.
Last Sunday was Tax
Freedom Day—the date
calculated by the Tax
Foundation, a Washingtonbased research group, when
your pay became your o w n .
In other words, it's taken
ALL your income from Jan. 1
through May 11 to pay your
yearly share of federal,
state, and local taxes. Last
year, TFD was May 8—so
you worked three extra days
for your Uncle this year.
Now if there were just an
Inflation Freedom Day

Don't forget to save all
your newspapers for the
Child Care Center. They're
trying to buy a used bus and
must come up with $3,000
by June. Drop all donations
at the Center.

"It's time for the Federal
Government to proceed with the
reprocessing of radioactive
materials and the development of
a national repository," said
Earnest Gloyna, former Atomic
Energy Commission consultant, as
he addressed an energy-conscious
audience in the Engineering
Auditorium Monday afternoon.
Gloyna, dean of engineering at
the University of Texas at Austin
was sponsored through Quality
Improvement Program funds. He
was the first guest speaker in the
University's Distinguished Lecture
Series.
A recognized expert in the field
of radioactive waste and its
disposal, he contends that the
United States has the technical
knowledge to manage radioactive

wastes now but estimates that as
that knowledge increases, the job
can be done "more economically."
Radioactive wastes are tagged
as either " l o w - l e v e l " or " h i g h level" waste material. Usually,
low-level wastes can be handled
without protective measures.
High-level materials result from
the reprocessing of spent fuel
elements. "These must receive
special attention associated with
radiation and thermal heat and are
potentially dangerous," he added.
In the U.S. today, there are
about 70 nuclear power plants in
operation, yielding 12 percent of
the total energy supply. " W e ' r e in
a holding pattern for nuclear
development," he said, referring to
the projected ten-year outlook for
using nuclear energy to increase
our energy independence. "The
financial world is not going to fund

Earnest

Gloyna

power plants as readily as in the
past."
He hinted that this was due in
part to unenlightened reporting on
the part of the media and the
negative image created by the
accident at Three-Mile Island.
"No one can say there is no risk
G L O Y N A , page 2

Ellis comments on semester conversion
Editor's Note: With the conversion to a common
semester
calendar in the state's postsecondary education system just a
little more than a year away, plans are necessarily moving at a
rapid pace. In the following commentary. Academic Affairs Vice
President Leslie Ellis outlines the statu-, of UCF's conversion
undertaking.

Now that the initial dust has settled on the
semester conversion, it might be useful for us to
take stock as to where we are now and what lies
ahead. Ideally, conversion from the quarter system
to a modified semester system would present an
opportunity to carefully and thoughtfully assess our
entire academic program offerings from the
General Education package through major and
degree requirements. This process would take time
of which we have precious little w i t h the apparent
denial of our request for an additional year to
prepare for the conversion.
Fortunately, we have already begun to reassess
our General Education program; I look forward to
receiving the Faculty Senate's recommendations so
that programs can consider this package in their
planning.
In view of the urgency of the matter, I have
distributed a schedule of guidelines for course
revisions to the departments. This schedule is built
around a course conversion timetable which will
permit new course titles and numbers to be
available in early fall; if possible, departments
should initiate the process of determining such
revisions with program or discipline considerations
first which would then generate course information.
Because we are trying to telescope two years of
planning and revision into one, we are making
assumptions, for planning purposes, about the
number of hours in the General Education program
(at 46 hours) and we propose holding the line on
maximum hours in degree programs at roughly a
mathematical conversion of the present
requirements. Time limitations give us no choice
but to proceed as I have discussed. I hope that in
this process, even though it is less than ideal, we
can still be creative and maintain, if not improve,
the quality of our course offerings

I suspect that considerable ingenuity will be
required of us for perhaps a less lofty but still
urgent reason, and one which will ultimately reflect
upon the quality of our academic offerings, namely:
faculty workloads. Many of you have remarked that
a cursory examination of departmental offerings
under the semester system indicates that multiple
sections which were previously spread out over
three quarters will be collapsed into two semesters.
This would require either more sections taught in
the two semesters or larger sections, neither of
which are desirable options from the viewpoint of
faculty workloads.
I have received formal and informal requests
from the faculty to establish nine hours as the
maximum teaching load. Certainly, if we are to
develop our research capabilities, a nine-hour
teaching load is a desirable goal which I fully
endorse. We must recognize, however, that our
resources are limited next year to essentially our
current faculty, and we can only hope that the
Board of Regents and the Legislature will recognize
our needs for additional faculty for 1981 -82.
Therefore, we must plan on the assumption that
no appreciable improvement in faculty/student
ratios will occur. If we are to keep Workloads
manageable, each department should evaluate its
curricula and mode of course presentation and
attempt to address the workload problem.
There is no panacea. It will take great efforts in
planning and scheduling to avoid making 12-hour
teaching loads commonplace under the semester
system. It has been reported that some universities
in the SUS anticipate reduced teaching loads while
others are planning for an increase in this area.
Rest assured that I will canvass the SUS Academic
Vice Presidents to determine how they plan to
address these problems. If I discover useful ideas
from our sister institutions, I will, of course, share
them w i t h you without delay.
I hope that you will bear w i t h this process w i t h
your usual patience and good humor; both qualities
will surely be tested.
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Official Memoranda
To:
From:
Subject:

All Faculty and Staff
Richard Zerkle, benefits manager
Blood Pressure Screening for Employees

The American Heart Association will be conducting free blood
pressure screening T O D A Y in the Division of Personnel office, A D M
2 3 0 , from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
No appointment is necessary.
For more information, contact Richard Zerkle, x 2 7 7 1 .

To:
From:
Subject:

All Academic Deans and Faculty
I. E. Knight, director of Records and Registration
Advance Registration, Summer Quarter 1 9 7 9 - 8 0

This is to request that instructors read the following information to
students in al! classes:
Summer quarter 1979-80 advance registration is to be held from
June 9 through June 12, 1980.
Appointment times for advance registration for eligible students are
to be posted in the Administration Building (first floor) and the Library
(lobby) by the last week of classes. Appointment times are not
mailed to students except during fall quarter.
Trial and Advisement Schedules will also reflect the student's
appointment time, w i t h the exception of newly-admitted students.

To:
From:
Subject:

All University Personnel
James K. Eller, safety director
Defensive Driving Course

Monday, June 16, and Wednesday, June 18, Sgt. J i m Humphries of
the Florida Highway Patrol will conduct a Defensive Driving Program.
Florida law states that anyone w h o drives his personal car for
remuneration, or a state vehicle, must have this Defensive Driving
course. Each third year this course must be updated in order to be in
good standing. Presently there is a bill being introduced that will
allow the good driver (three-year record) a 10 percent discount on his
auto insurance. Hopefully w e may be in line for a discount by taking
the Defensive Driving course.
The Safety Department assumes the cost of this program for you.
Should you need supervisory clearance to take the course, that will be
your responsibility.
Although the course is an eight-hour program, participants are not
asked to spend more than four hours at a time away from their work
stations. The course is comprised of eight units. Units 1 -4 will be
taught twice on June 16 w i t h one session scheduled from 8 a.m. to
noon and another slated for 1 -5 p.m.
Instruction on the second half of the course, units 5-8, will be
presented on June 18. Identical programs will be offered from 8-noon
and again from 1 -5 p.m. All eight units of the course m u s t be
completed in order to become c e r t i f i e d .
Participation will be on a first c o m e / f i r s t served basis. Call x2605
to make reservations. The program is being made flexible to
accommodate the largest number of employees. The last day for
registration will be June 9. Classes will be held in Room 360
Engineering Auditorium.
Call today to insure your acceptance. Classes will be limited—so
hurry.

Let the sun
shine in!

L

Information circulated last
week concerning the Florida
Solar Energy Center
inaccurately indicated the
Center would be removed
from UCF's jurisdiction.
In actuality, the Florida
House last Thursday passed
on third reading an amended
bill which would keep the
Center w i t h i n UCF's
administration but would
require activities at FSEC to
be "coordinated by a Solar
Research Coordinating
Council consisting of
representatives of state
universities conducting
solar energy research,
appointed by the presidents
of those universities."
"This act will not change
the present administration
and operation of the
Center," commented David
Block, Center director.
The final bill is now
aw
awaiting Senate action.

GLOYNA
(continued from page 1 )
from exposure to low levels of
radioactive materials," he said, but
listed several other materials
people handle that are as
potentially dangerous such as
chlorine, or the radium from coalburning plants.
Currently all laboratories,
hospitals, and research institutes
send radioactive waste to three
U.S. sites: Barnwell, S.C; Hanford,
Wash.; and Beatty, Nev. Earlier
this year the Washington and
Nevada sites were closed.
President Carter has asked the
Department of Energy to work w i t h
hospitals, industry, and individual
states to develop regional disposal
sites.
Gloyna advocates this method of
waste disposal. He used Sweden
as a model to describe safe
management of radioactive waste.
"They've been very successful in
storing their waste materials in
salt beds," he stated. Crystal
formations, sedimentary rock beds,
or salt domes are also possible

To:
From:
Subject:

All Faculty and Staff
Joan R. Burr, acting director, Division of Sponsored
Research
OPS (Casual Labor)

Please be advised that the rules and regulations applying to the
employment of temporary or part-time OPS personnel (casual labor)
have changed substantially during the past twelve months. (Casual
labor is defined as typists, clerical personnel, keypunchers,
interviewers, laboratory helpers, etc. hired for less than permanent
employment.) There are particular problems involved in hiring
University a n d / o r state employees above and beyond their usual work
assignments. If you anticipate hiring any casual labor for your
research projects, please contact me or Rusty Okoniewski at the
Division of Sponsored Research, x 2 6 7 1 .
If the proper procedures are not followed in the employment of OPS
personnel, charges may be disallowed and the principal investigator
may be held responsible for these expenditures.
To:
From:
Subject:

All Departments
Tegie S. Ramsey, Payroll supervisor
Memorial Day Holiday

Due to the Memorial Day Holiday, observed May 26, the Payroll
Certification for the payperiod 5 / 0 9 through 5 / 2 2 w i l l be due in the
Payroll Department no later than 9 a.m. Tuesday, May 20.
In addition, all actions requiring a Personnel or Student Action
Form for this payperiod must be submitted no later than 9 a.m.
Thursday, May 15.
Thank you for your assistance.
Have a safe and happy holiday!
To:
From:
Subject:

All Departments Using University Holds System
Gus Lyles, supervisor of Claims, Registrar's Office
Holds for Summer Quarter 1 9 8 0 Registration and
Spring Quarter 1 9 8 0 Grades

The following deadline dates must be strictly adhered to by input
departments/offices desiring to place a student on hold or release
from hold status prior to the issuance of spring quarter grades and
appointments for summer quarter registration.
Deadline Date Function
May 20, 1980 Registration (summer quarter 1980)
June 9, 1980 Grades (spring quarter 1980)
There can be no assurance that names submitted after the deadline
date for a particular function will be added or deleted from the
system; however, a determined effort will be made to manually post
those entries submitted after the deadline date.
To:
From:
Subject:

All UCF Credit Union Members
Linda Bonta, chairman, Supervisory Committee
Credit Union Audit

As a part of an audit of the UCF Federal Credit Union as of March
3 1 , 1 9 8 0 , the Supervisory Committee has distributed verification
letters to all members. If you did not receive your verification letter,
please communicate directly w i t h :
Linda Bonta, Chairman
Supervisory Committee
Finance & Accounting
A D M 338

repositories, he added.
"By presidential decree, we're
the only country in the world not
reprocessing our spent f u e l , " he
emphasized. By law, commmercial
ventures cannot reprocess spent

fuel; it becomes government
property. Spent fuel contains reusable radioactive elements now
being discarded as " w a s t e . "
"The pressure is on us to provide
leadership in handling our energy
problems." At present, one ton of
uranium supplies as much energy-

as 12 million barrels of oil.
"Inadequate attention has been
directed to this fact. Our country
lacks the leadership necessary to
take the bull by the horns."
Gloyna is certain the country
has the technology available to
handle the situation. "If w e don't
face the problem, w e ' l l see a lot of
brown-outs and belt-tightening
before w e get back on the right
track," he concluded.
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Reflection mirrors new club officers
Incoming officers of the UCF Women's Club join Beryl (Mrs. Trevor)
Colbourn, center, honorary president of the group, following their
installation. Pictured from left are Mary Ann (Mrs. William) Hosteller,

Photo by

looley

treasurer; Jane (Mrs. Richard) Denning, vice president: Ann (Mrs. John)
O'Leary, president: and Nancy (Mrs. Gerard) Ventre, secretary. The
ceremonies at Orlando's Park Plaza signalled the final meeting this year for
the club.

Regents term proposed legislative action 'most alarming'
A statement issued last week by
the Board of Regents to the
Legislature called "most a l a r m i n g "
provisions in proposed bills w h i c h
they said would "highly politicize
the State University System,
encourage institutional infighting
w i t h the Legislature over budgets,
and reduce overall efficiency of the
SUS."
Referring to Senate Bill 1276
sponsored by Senators Peterson,
Maxwell, Gordon, and Hair, and to
House Higher Education
Committee PCB # 1 , the Regents
expressed disappointment that the
bills contain provisions w h i c h run
counter to the recommendations
of the Joint Commission on
Postsecondary Education and to
national trends in education. " I n
other w o r d s , " the statement read,
"they run counter to the quality
thrust of the University System."
"The Florida Board of Regents is
totally committed to enhancing the
quality of our university programs
and has been working steadily
toward this goal," the Regents
said, citing Role and Scope
studies, program review by
national experts, improvements in
management and operating
efficiency of the universities, and
development of better ways of
funding the universities through
program budgeting, and
decentralization of operational
authority as evidence of the
progressive efforts toward quality
improvement in the State
University System.
" W e have guided the
development of the System
through a major period of
expansion and growth, resulting in
a level of access to higher
education equalled in few, if any,
states in the nation/Having
accommodated, in large measure.

the State's access needs, we are
now able to give highest priority to
quality improvement efforts," they
pointed out. The focus on quality
was emphasized in the Regents
Role and Scope study, by the

presidents.
"The absence of a governing
board for the nine universities
would leave them vulnerable to
individual attack and would invite
heavy institutional infighting

"The absence of a governing board for the
nine universities would leave them vulnerable
to individual attack and would invite heavy
institutional
infighting..."
Commission on the Future of
Florida's Public Universities, and
by the work of the Joint Legislative
and Executive Commission on
Postsecondary Education.
They noted that two of the
proposals in the Legislature seek
to do away with the Board of
Regents, which together with the
predecessor Board of Control, has
sheperded the State University
System throughout its 75-year
history, and to replace the Regents
w i t h institutional boards of
trustees. Institutional boards were
rejected by the Joint Postsecondary
Commission and by the 1979
Legislature. There has also been
unanimous opposition to such
boards by the nine university

before the Legislature—the result
being that the Legislature, rather
than a lay governing board, would
become the arbiter of institutional
disputes and academic programs
could become victims of legislative
bargaining and trading," the
Regents asserted.
They stated further that they
agree w i t h Governor Graham that
unless and until the Constitution is
changed, there should be a major
effort to make the State Board of
Education function effectively in
carrying out the role which the
Constitution gives it. The Regents
also support the Governor's
suggestion that, if, after two years,
this effort has not been successful,
the Constitution should be

modified to establish an appointed
lay board to carry out these
functions.
"The Board of Regents shares
the same objectives as the
Legislature—the improvement of
quality in public higher education.
Weakening centralized governance
and creating another layer of
governance or bureaucracy will
not result in better education; it
will merely promote overt political
interference and tear apart a good,
but underfunded university
system," the statement concluded.
A similar statement was
released by the State Community
College Coordinating Board,
established by the 1979
Legislature, which would be done
away w i t h under proposals for a
single governing board for the
universities and community
colleges. "The SCCCB believes
that another major reorganization
of higher education will inhibit the
progress of the past few months,
and retard progressive
development in the years ahead
when education is facing critical
challenges from new demands of
the 1980's," the Community
College Board said.

Women's Week activities continue
Women's Week 1980 continues
through Friday w i t h a full slate of
activities planned for each day. Cosponsoring the week-long event
are the Office of the Dean of
Women and the Village Center.
Today—"Career Day for
W o m e n " — will explore the
possibilities for women in the
fields of education, business and
industry, government, plus nontraditional careers. Throughout the
day, area professionals are
scheduled to speak on career
opportunities, college preparation,
entry methods and advancement,

and salaries in their respective
fields.
At noon, Carol Mathews, author
of " M o n e y W a t c h , " a personal
finance column, will deliver the
week's keynote address in Room
125 of the Education Building.
Thursday has been designated
"Career Exploration Day." Cosponsored by the Department of
Special Services, the day's
activities will focus on identifying
strengths that can enhance
women's present career
satisfaction as well as future
employment possibilities.

The week will w i n d up on Friday
w i t h "Special Events Day." A n allday book exchange at the Village
Center's Snack Bar and make-up
demonstrations will highlight the
day's activities w i t h a noon "Dress
for Success" fashion show
concluding the Women's Week
observance.
*
Tickets for the fashion show plus
additional information on all
planned programs and workshops
can be obtained by calling the
Office of the Dean of Women,
x2824.
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UCF Library Current Awareness Report
A special bi-weekly report from the UCF Library.
The Current Awareness Report, published by the Library
since 1 9 6 9 , offers excerpts of newspaper articles dealing
with important issues and developments in higher
education. Complete articles are available from the
Reference Department, UCF Library, P. O. Box 2 5 0 0 0 ,
Orlando, Florida 3 2 8 1 6 .

MORE STUDENTS LEARN 'EXOTIC LANGUAGES—(by Pat Orvis) New York Times,
4/22, p. 1C.
"John Green is taking Arabic at Portland State University in Oregon 'because it gives
me pleasure.' At Middlebury College in Vermont, Madoka Etoh, a political science major
whose father is a Japanese banker, studies Chinese because she hopes to 'make some
contribution in communication and understanding' between Japan, China and the
United States. David Thormann, a Vietnam veteran from Detroit whose dancing career
was ruined by a leg wound, is learning Japanese because he hopes to build a new
career in modeling and television and has heard that 'in Japan there's lots of
opportunity for an American man to get a start in those fields.' For these and many
other reasons—often personal, often business or political—the number of students
taking non-Western, or 'exotic,' languages has increased dramatically in the last decade
(most significantly in Arabic, Chinese and Japanese), while a decline in those taking
the traditionally popular languages (specifically French and German) that began in the
1960's has persisted."
JOHNNY'S A DUNCE COMPARED TO IVAN—(by Ronald Kotulak) Chicago Tribune,
4 / 2 7 , p. 13.
"Soviet students are so much better prepared than Americans in mathematics and
science that comparisons are meaningless, according to a University of Chicago math
expert. The first intensive study of the Soviet educational system has revealed that
Soviet students are 10 times better prepared than their American counterparts, Prof.
Izaak Wirszup said. He called the findings shocking and a 'grave threat' to the U.S. In
only 10 years, the Soviet Union has achieved the incredible task of going from a largely
uneducated country to advancing far ahead of any other nation, including the United
States, in math and science, Wirszup said. The recent Soviet educational mobilization,
although not as spectacular as the launching of the first Sputnik, poses a formidable
challenge to the national security of the U.S., one that is far more threatening than any
in the past, and one that will be much more difficult to meet,' he told the National
Science Foundation (NSF). Wirszup's studies have sent Shockwaves through the
government and academic institutions. He is director of two NSF studies, a 'Survey of
Recent East European Mathematical Literature' and a 'Program on Soviet Applications
of Computers to Management."'
THE PROFESSORS HAVE IDEAS: IT'S INITIATIVE THEY LACK—(by Robert Cooke)
Boston Globe, 4/29, p. 33.
Industrialists who fret over where new ideas will come from should take a close look
at a new study done at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Most universities, it
seems, are fairly bursting with good ideas, but the scholars who spawn them are
usually not very adept at pushing them toward commercialization. 'Many academic
scientists and engineers have commercially-oriented ideas,' reported Edward B. Roberts
and Donald H. Peters, 'but...few take steps to exploit their ideas.' In a study titled
'Commerical Innovations from University Faculty,' Roberts and Peters point out that the
birth of new industries out of academic work—such as many of those along famed
Route 128 around Boston—is more the exception than the rule. In other areas of the
world, with few exceptions, they said, the universities are producing ideas galore, but
most such ideas never get used. 'Technical universities around the world employ large
distinguished faculties of scientists and engineers who educate technologists for
government and industry, vigorously advance the frontiers of technological theory and
practice, and create many ideas for new and improved products and processes,' they
stated. 'Yet little evidence exists on the commercialization of these ideas....Evidence
increases that most technical universities have little effect...upon neighboring industrial
firms.'"
MUST UNIVERSITY RESEARCH BE BAILED OUT BY GOVERNMENT?—(by Daniel
S. Greenberg) Chicago Tribune, 4/25, p. 6.
"It's a brazen proposition—an academic version of the Lockheed and Chrysler
bailouts, and then some. But, unfortunately, there's a strong dose of realism in an idea
that's being pushed by Steven Muller, president of Johns Hopkins University. Focusing
on the chronically anemic finances of university-based science, Muller, in effect, is
saying the following: The nation needs this work because it is the bulk of our important
science. But the costs of modern research are so great that even with the federal
government paying most of the bills, academe is increasingly hard pressed to pay even
token shares. Therefore, Washington ought to concentrate its research assistance in a
'small group' of major universities and pick up the whole bill. How many would be in
this charmed group? A position paper that Muller has been circulating in science-policy
circles doesn't say specifically. But it does note: 'Perhaps a hundred universities can lay
claim to being major research institutions, and in truth, less than 50 or 60 produce
high-quality basic research in large volume.'"
MONEY TALKS ON CAMPUS—(by Patricia McCormack) Boston Globe, 4 / 2 7 , p. 10B.
Money talks. And what it's saying along the academic trail isn't all dismal—as in
the double-digit hikes expected in college bills next fall, some tuitions getting to
$10,000 a year. Consider: 1. The market value of investments at many colleges shot up
to the highest level in four years in the fiscal year ended June 30. The rate of return
on the endowments substantially exceeded the increase in the index of prices paid by
colleges for goods and services, according to a study of 147 institutions,' the Chronicle
of Higher Education reported....2. The mild winter gets credit for the next bit of good
news. It happened this way: demand for heating during the current season is down
more than 10 percent on campuses nationwide. Many schools, further, saved a bundle
on snow removal—because there wasn't the usual amount of snow....3. Administrative
salaries in higher education aren't standing still. Paymasters grappling with shrinking
dollars find bucks for raises—though most aren't big enough to patch the inflation hole
in workers' wallets. Preliminary results of a salary survey by the College and University
Personnel Association (CUPA) in Washington, D.C., shows paychecks of people who run
colleges this academic year five to 10 percent fatter than they were last year."
FOR 30 AMERICAN COLLEGE STUDENTS, A SPRING INTERNSHIP IN
PARLIAMENT—(by R. W. Apple) New York Times, 4 / 1 9 , p. 16.
'"It's the best thing I ever did,' Betsy Rubiner said. 'The sad thing is that it has to

end. I'd like to do it the rest of my life, but there's no way to come back here and earn
a living at it.' Miss Rubiner is one of 30 university students who are spending the
spring term not on their American campuses but in the grand neo-Gothic palace of
Westminster, working as interns for British members of Parliament under a program run
by the University of Rochester. Most of them are Rochester undergraduates, but Miss
Rubiner, an outgoing 20-year-old from Huntington Woods, Mich., who turned up for an
interview wearing a pair of extremely unparliamentary red baseball pants, is a history
and journalism student at Cornell University. Her enthusiasm is shared by most of her
fellow participants in the program, and by most of the M.P.'s for whom they are
working. 'For us, it has been useful, very much so,' said Peter Temple-Morris, the
Conservative member for Leominster, who has as his intern Karen Shangraw, 2 1 , a
Rochester student from Glen Falls, N.Y. 'We are very much under-looked-after, you
know. Karen and I sit together in a booth of an office. I'm lucky to have that; many of
my colleagues share theirs.' 'It isn't like Washington, with Congressional staffs of 25 or
30 people,' he said. 'So Karen has had an opportunity to see how our process works at
close hand, and I have had an invaluable assistant. Without this program I would have
had no one, because we are given no staff funds whatsoever.'"
HUMANISTS MAKE SURPRISE DISCOVERY: OLD PEOPLE—(by John A. Prestbo)
Wall Street Journal, 5/2, p. 2 1 .
"At Case Western University here (Cleveland) teachers of some introductory
humanities courses are experimenting with a new wrinkle: old age. That may seem an
unlikely way to capture the attention of freshmen and sophomores, but the teachers say
their students are reacting enthusiastically. What's more, the faculty says that
incorporating old age into their courses has opened their eyes to provocative aspects of
their disciplines. The upshot could be a subtle yet substantial change in the way
literature, history, music, art appreciation and other humanities are taught. This
experiment is being financed by a $45,000 grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities and was instigated by David D. Van Tassel, chairman of Case Western's
history department. In the early 1970s, Prof. Van Tassel discovered that while aging
and old people were being studied increasingly by physiologists, sociologists and other
scientists, the humanists were giving hardly any thought to those matters. So, Prof. Van
Tassel obtained a three-year, $ 170,000 grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities and sparked a variety of research by humanities scholars across the
country. The next step was to see if what the researchers found could be incorporated
into humanities course work,' Prof. Van Tassel, who is 52 years old, says. 'I think it's
important to make college students aware that aging is an ongoing process—not
something that starts abruptly at age 65 and renders people useless.'"
DRAFT PROTESTERS HAVE $$$ IN THEIR EYES—(by Martin Brown) Los Angeles
Times, 4/25, pt. 2, p. 7.
"The 1980 version of antidraft demonstrations on college campuses may be
motivated partly by a much more powerful stimulus than the political antiwar
sentiments of the Vietnam era. For today's college student, a delay of two or more
years in completing a college education could appear to mean the difference between a
satisfying professional career and the lack of one. The issue is economic self-interest.
The difference separating the student of today from the student of 10 years ago lies in
the virtual revolution that has taken place in the American labor market. During most of
the years of the Vietnam War draft, college students had the comfort of knowing that
unemployment was at historic lows, and that the market value of their college degree
appeared secure. But in today's economic environment, good jobs—those that offer
upward mobility, good pay and long-term security—are getting fewer and fewer by the
year, and the economic leverage represented by the college degree is getting weaker
and weaker. In short, the student of the 1980s—uncertain of where he fits in an
insecure economy—is rushing toward a door to economic opportunity that is closing.
The longer it takes him to get there, the less chance he will have of getting through.
And a two-year stint in the Army must seem to represent a significant hurdle."
MEDICAL LOANS FACE CREDIT PINCH—New York Times, 4 / 2 7 , p. 66.
"Some medical students struggling to pay thousands of dollars in tuition may find
their education halted because two student loan programs have buckled under
President Carter's new credit restrictions. Medical educators said that the cutoffs of the
programs could jeopardize the careers of some students, particularly students from
moderate-income families who are in private schools. The American Medical
Association this week announced a temporary suspension of its Guaranteed Medical
Student Loan Program. Another program of loans to medical students, the Robert Wood
Johnson loan-guarantee program, was suspended last week. The overall effect of the
suspension will not be too great but for certain students it will be terrible,' said John
Walters, assistant dean of student affairs for the Washington University School of
Medicine in St. Louis. 'With both of them gone, there will be a definite void in loan
programs for students who cannot get loans anywhere else.'"
SHAKY ECONOMY FORCES MANY TO DROP GRAD SCHOOL—(by Peter Scott)
Atlanta Constitution, 4 / 2 7 , p. 1B.
"Graduate students, who once looked toward advanced studies for an added
advantage in the job market, may now be abandoning those pursuits in the wake of an
unstable economy, some state graduate school officers believe. The problem of
(graduate) students maintaining themselves is very real,' says John Dowling, acting
dean of the graduate school at the University of Georgia. There are only four fewer
students enrolled in graduate programs at Georgia this year compared to last, but
Dowling and other graduate school officers believe a trend is emerging. Graduate
school enrollment in the state's public colleges has dipped from 19,158 during the fall
of 1977-78 to 18,686 for the current school year. The graduate student is not
supported by his parents,' Dowling said. 'He must make his own way through school
with the help of scholarships, fellowships or teaching and research assistanceships. The
same student must work one-third of the time and spend the other two-thirds studying.'
Even with scholarship aid, averaging about $3,800 per graduate student, Dowling and
other admissions officers.feel it will be difficult to support nine months of tuition
ranging from $2,124 at state schools to $4,605 at the state's most expensive graduate
school, Emory University....'! definitely think more people are opting to work than take
on debt and that's terribly unfortunate for young people and the future of our country,'
said Patricia Stringer, acting dean of the graduate school of arts and sciences at
Emory."
MONEY THE GOAL FOR COLLEGE FRESHMEN—Christian Science Monitor. 4 / 2 1 ,
p. 21B.
"Nearly two-thirds of this year's freshmen believe that 'being very well-off
financially' is a very important goal in life. At the same time, nearly as many say that a
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very important reason for deciding to go to college was 'to be able to make more
money.' These trends were discovered in a study of entering freshmen conducted by the
University of California, Los Angeles, and the American Council on Education.
Ouestionnaires completed by 190,151 students at 362 institutions were statistically
adjusted to represent the nation's total of approximately 1.7 million full-time freshmen.
Changes in student values are accompanied by similar changes in their career plans.
More 1979 freshmen than in any previous class are planning careers in business—
(9.7 percent, compared with 19.3 percent last year, and 11.6 percent in 1966. Most of
the new freshmen attracted to careers in business are women. Since 1966 the number
of women in business has increased from 3.3 percent to 16.7 percent, while men's
interest has increased only slightly, from 18.5 percent to 23 percent."
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT SEEN HOLDING STEADY—Los Angeles Times, 4 / 1 7 , p. 11.
"Turning thumbs down on 'conventional wisdom,' a group of education researchers
said Wednesday that college enrollment during the 1980s can be held steady or even
increased slightly. For years education experts have forecast a drop in enrollments as a
result of the decline in the number of 18-year-olds in the nation's population. The
projected decline between 1980 and 1990 was 797,000 full-time students. But a
report from the American Council on Education advised college officials Wednesday
that if they put their minds to it, they can turn a losing proposition into a winning one.
The council's chief economist, Carol Frances, said the report, 'College Enrollment:
Testing the Conventional Wisdom Against the Facts,' was designed to combat
'overactive pessimism' among educators. The possibility that full-time enrollment can
rise by 3.5% by 1990 was based on 'alternative strategies' that include: Increasing the
number of high school graduates....Raising the number of women 20 to 34 years old in
college....Enrolling more adults of both sexes 25 and over....Continuing to enroll more
foreign students."

THE EDUCATED BLACK: CAUGHT IN A SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY—(by Sheila
Rule) New York Times, 4 / 2 0 , Education section, p. 25.
"As ever-growing numbers of blacks enter higher education, historically regarded as
the thoroughfare to success, many may find themselves on a dead-end street. The
reason is that, in a society increasingly dependent on persons trained in the technically
sophisticated growth fields, blacks largely continue to pursue the traditional majors.
Some of these will offer excellent career opportunities, but many will provide limited
advancement and economic gains, according to education experts. 'Blacks still tend to
enroll in such fields as medicine, law, education and the social sciences,' said Dr.
Bernard C. Watson, vice president for academic administration of Temple University. He
cited some movement by blacks in recent years toward business disciplines, but said
they were still under-represented in almost all majors related to growth fields, including
applied science, informational sciences and engineering. 'Even if they are employed,'
Dr. Watson said, 'it will not be much of a career for them because there is no place to
go in the areas they are going into.'"
NU LAW'S 'CO-OP' PLAN BRINGS CIVILETTI'S PRAISE—(by Karla Bausman)
Boston Globe, 4 / 2 0 , p. 33.
"Contending that 7 5 percent of law students are usually bored to tears in their third
year,' US Attorney General Benjamin R. Civiletti last night praised Northeastern
University's cooperative law education program... In accepting the first Cooperative
Education Employer Award, Civiletti said Northeastern pioneered the notion of
alternating classroom study with practical, paid experience in law firms....Thirty-six
percent of the lawyers working for the Department of Justice are* young, bright lawyers
who found their experience in cooperative educational programs,' he said. Second- and
third-year law students involved in the 'co-op' program at Northeastern alternate
quarters of study with full-time paid employment with law firms, government agencies
and legal clinics nationwide."
ALUMNI COLLEGES OFFER NEW INTERESTS FOR OLD GRADS—(by Lisbeth R.
Bensley) New York Times, 4 / 2 0 , Education section, p. 7.
"As commencement weekend approaches and undergraduates begin closing their
books, typing their final papers and preparing to vacate campus for the summer, many
colleges and universities are bustling to prepare for their newest student body—alumni.
Once it was the rah-rah reunion or homecoming weekend laced with social activities
that lured alumni back to their alma maters. Now it is the alumni college that piques
the interest of former students and satisfies a growing demand for intellectual
stimulation. Alumni colleges began appearing in considerable numbers in the early
1970s, although a few schools, such as Stanford, Dartmouth and Princeton, have
offered programs since the early 50's and 60's. The University of Oregon, one of the
program's pioneers, had to open a special session last year to absorb the overflow of
applicants. Each year Dartmouth accommodates more than 300 alumni. Two summers
ago, Brown University had to turn away more than 100 applicants....Schedules of
alumni colleges vary. Some are held during reunion or commmencement weekend,
others in the summer. Some programs provide social and recreational events. Some
offer camps for children; others ban children. Most cost $200 to $300 a person, which
covers tuition, meals, room and board and use of all facilities. Whatever the setup of
the individual program, the basic objective is the same—to offer students an intensive,
interdisciplinary program revolving around an intellectual theme. Courses, usually
lasting two weeks, are given by members of the school's faculty in seminar-type
settings. Many colleges even label their programs 'education vacations.' No credits are
given, nor are exams or papers required. Instead, alumni explore a topic in depth
through faculty lectures and informal discussions. Several schools embellish their
course with afternoon events, such as plays, films and tours, related to the general
theme of the program."

Is television to blame
for slipping SA T scores?
By D O N A L D BOWIE
In 1979 the nation's high
schoolers scored an average of
4 2 7 on the verbal section of the
Scholastic Aptitude Tests. That
average was two points lower than
the 1978 average and 36 points
lower than the 1969 average. As
prices have gone up, SAT scores
have gone down. Many seem to
feel that what's weighing down
the SAT end of the seesaw is
television. Increasingly, people
view TV as dross, a waste product
in a national economy that does
not encourage much confidence in
anything other than gold.
I grew up in the golden age of
television, during the fifties, w h e n
a dollar was worth 95 cents and
hardly anybody questioned the
value of TV. Some hinted darkly
that the violence on television
might be a factor in juvenile
delinquency, but finally
psychologists decided horror
comics were more harmful, and
they were removed from the
newsstands, much to my
disappointment.
My maiden aunt, w h o liked to
talk and w h o thought television
was an impediment to
conversation, told my mother I was
ruining my eyes looking at so
much TV. Also, according to Aunt
Mildred, I was going to have
terrible posture the way I slouched
there in my chair in front of the
set.
Nobody worried about what TV
might do to my SAT scores. As it
turned out, there was no reason to
worry. My verbal score was so
good I didn't even have to go to my
" s a f e t y " school. The college I
wanted, wanted me. And today I
read whole novels in a week's
time. And I earn a modest living by
w r i t i n g . What went right?
One thing I learned in college is
that television is part of the
heritage of my generation. My
friends and I used to play " t r i v i a "
all the time: " W h a t was the name
of the St. Bernard on Topper;' w h o
played 'My Little Margie;' who
sponsored 'Captain M i d n i g h t ? "
Sitting in the cafeteria, we sifted
through our heritage for fine
grains of meaning, like Talmudic
scholars interpreting the Torah, or
folklorists trying to preserve a way
of life.
I think TV in the fifties was a
way of life. In the sixties, every
time I saw an old episode of "I
Love Lucy" I felt as if I were going
home again. During the Vietnam
era, I used to seek out reruns of "I
Love Lucy" and "The
Honeymooners." The familiarity,
the preedictability of episodes I
had already seen five or six times
became a comfort in a time out of
joint.
During the fifties TV was full of
movies from the thirties and
forties. Narrative movies, moving
novels. Movies that weren't madefor-TV. In my youth, in the
afternoons, I saw movies like "The
Petrified Forest" and "Mildred
Pierce." I was always seeing the
Dead End Kids in something.
Once, w h e n I was about seven, I
said to my mother, "Gee, I w i s h
we could have a Depression." (I
had just seen "Gold Diggers of

1 9 3 5 , " and the Depression looked
like a lot of fun to me.)
" O h , no, you wouldn't w a n t that
to happen," said my mother, w h o
had been watching the movie w i t h
me. "The Depression was terrible.
People couldn't even find jobs
tapdancing."
We seem to be headed for hard
times now/ whether I like it or not,
and w h e n I look to old reruns of
"The Honeymooners" for
reassurance I have a hard time
getting it. Channel 11 keeps
switching the show's slot around.
And I just don't have the heart to
watch reruns of " M a r y Tyler
M o o r e . " I was too close to that
series altogether.
This season "Charlie's A n g e l s "
premiered w i t h a special episode
that took place on "The Love
Boat." I didn't see that; I only read
about it. I can't stand either of
those shows. After all, I grew up
w i t h "Your Show of S h o w s . " A n d
that showed me a lot. So did
" O m n i b u s " and "Playhouse 9 0 "
and "You Bet Your Life." Of
course, seeing TV shows like those
was no substitute for reading a
book—but somehow the
experience came close to being a
substitute.
It's no wonder today's kids are
blowing the SAT's. The TV people
got a little too smart and went for
the lowest common denominator.
Which is something you should
know about if you want your SAT
math score to come close to the
national average of 4 6 7 .
Donald Bowie teaches creative
Dickinson

College in

writing

at

Pennsylvania.

Tennis anyone?

All
Magic
Kingdom
Club
SN(Y MOOUCTIOHI
members
are invited
to get " s e t " for a day of tennis
and f u n at the First A n n u a l
Round Robbin Doubles Tennis
Tournament, planned for May
31 at the Contemporary Resort
courts.
Entry fee of $ 18 per person
includes lunch, unlimited
beverage during tournament
play, and a courtside reception
at the conclusion of the match.
The top player w i l l w i n a
trophy and a two-night
vacation for t w o in the Lake
Buena Vista Hotel Plaza. A gift
certificate from the
Contemporary Resort Racquet
Club is the second prize.
Entry forms can be obtained
by writing Magic Kingdom
Club, P.O. Box 4 0 , Lake Buena
Vista, FL 3 2 8 3 0 . It is not
necessary to enter as doubles.
Deadline for entry is May 22.
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Grant Opportunities
For further information on the programs listed contact Rusty
Okoniewski, A D M 243, x 2 6 7 1 .
Fringe Benefit Rates - Full time employees 1 6.44 percent S&W;
OPS employees .5 percent S&W; Students .3 percent S&W!
Indirect:cost (Overhead) 55.8 percent S&W.

NIE

HEVy.

C o m p u t e r Technology in Schools (due date not
given)—Study designed to gather information on the
impact of introducing computer technology into
classroom settings.
.

Handicapped Public Policy Analysis (due date not
given)—A study to identify the extent of exemplary
policies and effective policy implementation practices
in carrying out requirements of 1973 Vocational
Rehabilitation Act. (30 month project to begin late
1981).

USOE

State M a n a g e m e n t Practices in ESEA (due date—
May 27)—A study to document how state guidelines
and management procedures meet the requirements
of ESEA Title I, to identify exemplary practices and
develop documents for dissemination.

NSF

Field S t u d y of Cases and Issues in UniversityIndustry Relationships (due date—early June)—
Collection of data to be used by NSF Board in
preparing Annual Report to Congress.

US/DOL

Assessment of t h e National Displaced Homemaker
Project (due date—June 24)—Twelve month contract
estimated to take 18 to 37 professional person
months to complete survey.

NEH

Fellowships for College Teachers—Fellowships for
Independent Research (due date—June 2)—Provides
opportunities for college teachers to pursue full time
independent study and research that will enhance
their abilities as teachers and interpreters of the
humanities.

NSF

Science for Citizens Public Service Science Centers
(due date—June 2)—Support for activities which:
1) encourage scientists to participate in public
activities aimed at the resolution of local or regional
policy issues w i t h significant scientific and
technological aspects.
2) provide scientific and technical expertise to citizens
and groups so they may better understand and
participate in decisions on local or regional policy
issues involving science and technology.

HEW

Bilingual Education Program (due date—June 16)—
Guidelines available for various bilingual education
programs including education and training.

NIE

Grants for Research on Institutions of
Postsecondary Education (due date—June 5)—
Guidelines available for both major grants and small
grants. This program seeks to foster equity in
postsecondary education and improvement in its
practices through fundamental research on the
organizational processes of postsecondary
institutions.

HDS

Education and Training Program Plans and
Guidelines—Programs in Aging (due date—May
27)—This program focuses on continuing education
systems in the redesign of curricula and approaches
to delivery of education and training for personnel
working w i t h older people.

Saturday workshop to focus
on child's physical coordination
A workshop for parents, teachers
and others w h o work w i t h young
children w h o have difficulty in
coordinating physically is planned
for May 17.
The focus of the workshop w i l l
be to instruct parents and others
in attendance in the methods of
evaluation and remediation of
perceptual motor difficulties—
those that affect the five s e n s e s said John Powell, director of the

workshop.
Powell encouraged each adult
attending to bring a child in order
to gain practical experience.
Pre-registration for the workshop
is preferred. Fees are $15 for an
adult and one child; $10 for an
adult. Activities will begin at 8 a.m.
in the Education Complex, as will
late registration.
For further information, contact
the College of Extended Studies,
x2123, or call Powell, x2595.

First aid

Photo by Bernal Schooley

UCF nut sing student Irene B. Fisher, the happy winner of this
year's UCF Women's Club scholarship, accepts the award from Mary
Ann Cottrell, president of the club. Mrs. Fisher, a Licensed Practical
Nurse, has set her sights on a graduate degree in nursing and a
career in nursing education. The $500 award is granted annually to a
non-traditional
candidate returning to school to complete a degree.

Advisory board to boost
tourism development
Armed w i t h a charter and the
blessings of their industry, the
newly-named advisory board of
the Dick Pope Sr. Institute of
Tourism Studies has set a course
to boost development of their
product statewide.
Formed last year in honor of the
man who created Cypress
Gardens, and w i t h it a legend in
the tourism industry, the Institute
is headquartered in the College of
Business Administration.
The immediate goals of the
Institute, according to Duane
Davis, acting director, shall be
confined to research, education
and promotion. Specific programs
in each of the three areas will be
determined in the near future, he

'Mack the Knife'
comes to campus
Described by its author as
"conceived w i t h a splendor only a
beggar could imagine, and so
cheap only a beggar would afford
it," "The Three Penny Opera" is a
biting comment on the morals and
music of the Twenties.
The Bertolt Brecht-Kurt Weill
classic, which opened to critical
acclaim in Berlin in 1928, will play
for six performances on campus
beginning May 22.
Portraying Macheath (Mack the
Knife) is Jim Schoenberg, w i t h
Clare Chapman as Polly, and Anne
Smith as Jenny. All are UCF voice
majors. The production is a joint
effort of the University Theatre and
the Department of Music.
Performances will be at 8:30
p.m. May 22-24 and again May
29-31 in the Science Auditorium.
General Admission is $3.50 and
free to UCF students. For ticket
information, contact the University
Theatre, x 2 8 6 1 .

explained. Prime functions will be
to collect and disseminate
information on tourism to the
industry and public, and generate
support from state and local
governments, the media, the
public, and the industry itself.
In assembling the advisory
board, Davis called upon top
management in the Florida tourism
industry representing both public
and private sectors. Chairman is .
George Becker, vice president, Sea
World. Joining him are John
Campbell, president, ABC Leisure
Attractions; Fran Carlton,
representative and vice chairman
of the House Committee on
Tourism and Economic
Development, State of Florida;
Joseph Fincher, general manager,
Busch Gardens; Edward Gilbert,
director of the Division of Tourism,
State of Florida; Gene Hassett,
president, Hilton Inns of Orlando;
Joseph Manna, vice president,
Circus World; Ray Maxwell,
controller, Walt Disney World;
Kenneth Murray, president,
Budget Rent-a-Car of Florida;
Truman Myers, director of public
relations. Stars Hall of Fame;
James Plinton Jr., vice president,
Eastern Airlines; Dick Pope Jr.,
president, Cypress Gardens; Joe
Ryan, executive director, Florida
Attractions Association; Tom
Staed, owner and operator.
Treasure Island Inn and president
of Florida Hotel and Motel
Association; Bo Swope, president.
Gray Line of Orlando; and Peter
Yesawich, vice president,
Robinson's, Inc.
The board agreed to formally
begin the search for a permanent
Institute director, w h o would be
responsible for developing policies
in consultation w i t h the advisory
board and the dean of the College
of Business.
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The following calendar covers
a variety of UCF events
scheduled for the next 1 0 days.
All local programs show the
location, time and admission
charge, if known. Please contact
* the individual offices or programs
for additional information, or
schedule changes. Items for the
Calendar must be submitted by
Thursday noon of the week
preceding publication.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14
Career Day for Women. Carol
Mathews, national economist, will
, deliver the keynote address. ED
125, noon. For further information,
call x2824.

Calendar
Entertainment. " N e w W a v e "
bands, including "The Swimming
Pool Cues" and "Zenith Nader
Band." VCAR, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Admission: $3.
FRIDAY, M A Y 16
Movie. "Norma Rae.'' VCAR, 8:30
p.m. Admission: $1.25.
Service Awards Dinner. Black
Student Union's fourth annual
event will feature President
Colbourn as guest speaker. VC
Multipurpose Room, 7 p.m. For
information, call x2450.
SATURDAY, MAY 17

THURSDAY, M A Y 15
UCF Alumni Council Meeting. VC
200, 7:30 p.m.
Seminar. Visiting Industrial
' C h e m i s t Harold Penton of Ethyl
Corp., will speak on "Synthesis
and Properties of High Temperature
Polymers." Science Building, Room
208, 7 p.m. For further information,
call John Idoux, x 2 6 9 1 .
United Campus Ministry will
sponsor a Catholic Mass for the
Feast of the Ascension of the Lord,
w i t h Father Joe Calderone as
celebrant and music by the
• Newman Club. VC Multipurpose
Room, noon.

UCF Orchestra Concert. Handel's
"Music for the Royal Fireworks."
Sunset performance. Call x2611
for details.

Cinema Classique. " M # A * S * H . "
VCAR, 8:30 p.m. Admission: $ 1 .

The following is a list of preview
prints that can be viewed in AudioVisual Services until noon on the
date indicated at the end of each
description. For further information
call x2574.

Coffee House. Featuring
"Smackers." VCAR, 10:30 p.m. to
12:30 a.m.

WHALES: C A N THEY BE SAVED?
2 4 min/color

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21

THURSDAY, MAY 2 2
Speaker. Pollster George Gallup
Jr. will explore the effect of public
opinion on business. VCAR, 7:30
p.m. Free and open to the public.
Theatre Production. "Three
Penny Opera." Science
Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. Admission:
$3.50. For further information, call
x2861.

Cinema Classique. "From Here to
Eternity." VCAR, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $ 1 .

S U N D A Y , M A Y 18
Battle of the Bands. Menagerie
Lounge, Edgewater and Par
Avenues, Orlando; 6 p.m.
Admission: $3.
Movie. "Norma Rae." VCAR, 8:30
p.m. Admission: $1.25.
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY
UCF Sidewalk Art Festival.
M O N D A Y . MAY 19
Movie Specials. T h e Power
Game," and "Coral Jungle."
VCAR, 8:30 p.m.

Seminar. Visiting Industrial
Chemist Normal Tuller of Emery
Industries will speak on
"Surfactant Chemistry." Science
Building, Room 208, 7 p.m. For
further information, call John
Idoux, x 2 6 9 1 .
FRIDAY, M A Y 2 3
Movie. "Breaking A w a y . " VCAR,
8:30 p.m. Admission: $1.25.
Theatre Production. "Three
Penny Opera" continues. Science
Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. Call x2861
for details.

UCF Real Estate Institute offers
mini-courses on dollars and sense
Sense about dollars will be the
object w h e n UCF's Real Estate
Institute offers t w o evening shortcourses in money management
* later this month and during June.
The first course, "Investing in
Commercial Properties," is
designed to assist the investor,
both large and small, in evaluating
the pros and cons of potential
investments. A variety of speakers

will present ideas to aid investors
in making sound investment
decisions, according to Bob
Carson, course instructor.
Scheduled for three consecutive
evenings, May 21 -23, the class
will meet 6-9:30 p.m. in
Conference Room 2 of the Hurston
State Office Building, 400 W.
Robinson.
"Coping w i t h High Interest

Fireworks, 'guest' conductor
to highlight open-air concert
The drums will bang and
cymbals clang next Tuesday
evening w h e n the UCF Community
Orchestra presents a free open-air
concert on campus that will find
President Colbourn wielding a
baton.
Led by Patricia Stenberg, the 6 0 member orchestra, comprised of
musicians from the University and
"surrounding communities, will
back Colbourn's first efforts at
conducting in the "Colonel Bogey
March."
The public is invited to "bring a
blanket or lawn chair" for the 8:30
p.m. performance beside the
reflecting pool, which will be
highlighted w i t h a fireworks
display to the accompaniment of
Handel's "Royal Fireworks M u s i c . "
Randy Drake, a UCF graduate and
registered pyrotechnician, will
oversee the fireworks.
" W e ' r e playing the kind of music
everyone loves," said Stenberg.
Included are works by Leonard
•Bernstein, Percy Grainger, the two

Johanns—Brahms and Strauss—
and English composer Benjamin
Britten.
The concert is the first of a
series of public appearances in
Central Florida by the UCF
Community Orchestra, Stenberg
said.

Rates," slated for June 18, will
help both businesses and
individuals cope with the current
period of high interest rates and
tight credit. Trevor Hall Sr.,
instructor, will outline potential
investments and their associated
risks.
As an added feature,
representatives from "Little
England," the soon-to-be-built
entertainment attraction, will
speak to the group.
Also meeting in the Hurston
State Office Building, Conference
Room 2, the four-hour seminar
will begin at 6 p.m.
The fee for each course is $30.
Pre-registration is required as
enrollment is limited. Call x2126
for additional information or to
register.

Guess the newspaper weight
and win a station wagon
If you're a "guess-the-numberof-jelly-beans-in-the-jar" contest
fan, the UCF Child Care Center has
a real guessing game treat for you.
Starting Monday, a 1977 Ford
LTD station wagon LOADED w i t h
newspapers will be parked beside
the kiosk. For a $1 donation, you
may enter a guess on the correct
weight of all that newsprint. The
person guessing the nearest
correct weight without going over,
gets to keep the car, according to
Sam McAuliffe, secretary of the
UCF Parent,Club, sponsoring
organization for the contest.

Film
Previews

TUESDAY. MAY 2 0

The contest will run for one
week—through May 23.
" A l l proceeds from this fundraising project will go directly
toward purchasing a used bus for
the children," Mrs. McAuliffe
explained. " A n d you can enter as
many times as you wish—it only
costs $1 per guess."
The winner will be announced
during the week of May 26.
Any campus department or
student organization wanting to
assist by helping sell tickets
should call the Child Care Center,
x2726T

/

Examines the behavior of many
types of whales and explains how
whales can be trained to perform.
6/4/80.
THE S U N : ITS POWER
A N D PROMISE
2 4 min/color
Spectacular photography of the
sun and lively animation combine
to explore ways in w h i c h the sun's
energy might be better used to
help replace our ever-dwindling
supplies of fossil fuels. 6 / 4 / 8 0 .
SURVIVAL S W I M M I N G
15 min/color
This film depicts typical water
emergency situations and common
sense precautions which can
prevent danger. 6 / 1 4 / 8 0 .
CHINA-NETWORK
15 min/color
Today in China, more than
50,000 rural and urban communes
organize workers into cooperative
w o r k / l i v i n g environments. The
system and China's goals for the
future are outlined. 6 / 4 / 8 0 .
THE BLACKSMITH
1 0 min/color
An on-the-job profile of a
professional blacksmith gives the
viewer an opportunity to learn the
historical role of the blacksmith as
craftsman and inventor from
colonial times to the early 20th
Century. 6 / 4 / 8 0 .
BIOLOGY: EXPLORING
THE LIVING W O R L D
1 7 min/color
Probes the many mysteries of
the living world that biology has
helped uncover. Individual
organisms are examined and
relationships between living things
and their physical environment are
studied to find answers that may
heip humans understand their
own bodies and how they fit into
the web of life. 6 / 4 / 8 0 .
THE SNAKE:
VILLAIN OR VICTIM?
2 4 min/color
Explores many of the
misconceptions surrounding
snakes, examines the possibility of
keeping snakes as pets, and notes
the latest medical uses for snake
venom. 6 / 4 / 8 0 .
W H A T IS ECOLOGY?
2 1 min/color
Develops an understanding of
what an ecosystem is and explores
the ways in which plant and
animal species are related to each
other, with a final focus on how
human activity presents a constant
danger to ecological balance.
6/4/80.
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Employment
Opportunities
r
The University of Central Florida is
an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative
Action Employer.
The Division of University Personnel
Services lists the following available
positions at UCF. They are listed by job
title, department, minimum qualifications,
annual salary range, bi-weekly salary, and
closing date for applications. It is the
responsibility of the applicant to
successfully complete any required
pedormance and/or written exams prior to
being considered for a specific job opening.
Tests are administered by appointment
only, on a limited but continuous basis. If
you are unable to schedule an exam for a
current vacancy before the posted closing
date, we encourage you to proceed with
the exam so that you will be eligible for
the next position in that class which
becomes available. All test scores are valid
for four years. For information on any
required exams, as well as further details
on these positions, contact Personnel at
x2771. A listing of available faculty
positions within the SUS is available on
request at the receptionist's desk (ADM 230).

Administrative
and Professional
University Librarian. (Naval Training
Center). Master's degree from ALA
accredited library school and a minimum of
nine years professional library experience
after receiving the master's degree.
Security clearance required. $15,000$24,500, $576.92.5/15.

The UCF Report
The UCF Report provides
official information and news for
the faculty and staff of the
University of Central Florida. It is
published every Wednesday
during the academic year, and biweekly w h e n classes are not in
session and during the summer,
at a cost of $158, or 7 cents per
copy. For further information on
any material appearing in this
report, contact K. G. Sheinkopf,
director. Office of Information
Services, Administration
Building, Room 395-K, phone
275-2504.
Permission is granted to reprint
or to excerpt material from The
UCF Report for use in other
media.
Deadlines
All news, photographs and
calendar announcements for The
UCF Report must be submitted to
the Office of Information Services
by Thursday noon of the week
preceding publication.
Publicity Contact
Call Barth Engert, Public
Affairs, x2848, for assistance in
publicizing programs or events in
the local media.
Editor: Maxine Bowers
Editorial Assistant: Jackie Wartell

Career Service
Clerk Typist III (Registrar's Office). High
school graduation plus two years of clerical
experience. Written and typing exams.
$7,579.44-$9,667.44. $290.40. 5/22.
Fiscal Assistant I (Payroll). High school
graduation including bookkeeping/
accounting course, plus three years of
bookkeeping or clerical/accounting
experience; or high school and four years of
bookkeeping or clerical/accounting
experience. Written exam required. Prefer
payroll experience. Must be available to
work overtime as required. $8,748.72$11,296.08, $335.20. 5/22.
Clerk Supervisor (Registrar's Office). High
school graduation and three years of
progressively responsible clerical
experience. Written exam required. Prefer
exposure to student registration process
and supervisory experience. $8,331.12$10,711.44, $319.20. 5/22.
Secretary II (Personnel). Graduation from
high school and one year of secretarial
experience. Written and typing exams.
$7,224.48-$9,166.32, $276.80. 5/22.
Accountant I (Finance and Accounting).
Graduation from an accredited four-year
college or university with major course work
in accounting. Prefer contract and grant
experience. $ 10,753.20$ 14.094. $412.
5/15.
Secretary II (Communications). Graduation
from high school and one year of secretarial
experience. Written and typing exams.
$7.224.48-$9,166.32, $276.80. 5/15.
Computer Op. II (Computer Center).
Graduation from high school and one year

Career
Opportunity
Line
275-2778
of experience in the operation of a
computer or unit record equipment. Prefer
experience with Harris computer systems,
IBM JES2 and Telecommunications
Diagnostic equipment. Trained on first shift,
then transferred to second shift, 3:30 p.m.
to midnight. $9,187.20 $11,091.60, $352.
5/15.
Engineer II (FSEC, Cape Canaveral). BET or
BS in Engineering and one year of agency
engineering experience or two years of nonagency experience. Prefer experience and
capability in mechanical design and
fabrication of high-precision measurement
devices. $ 14.240.16$ 19,000. $545.60.
5/15.

OPS Temporary
Secretary III (EE0/AA Office). High school
graduation plus two years of secretarial
experience. Written and typing exams
required. 20 hours per week through June
30, 1980. $3.99/hour. 5/15.
Custodial Worker (Building Services-two
positions). Ability to follow oral and written
instructions. Hours: 6 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
$3.10/hour. 5/15, 5/15.
Electronic Technician II (FSEC, Cape
Canaveral). Graduation from high school,
supplemented by an approved training
course in radio or electronic equipment
installation and repair and two years of
experience in the installation, maintenance,
and repair of AM and FM communication
systems, radios, or other electronic
equipment. Variable hours, 20 to 30
hours/week. Tentatively afternoons.
$5.74/hour. 5/15.

People... people... people.
Marian Price (English) attended
the Conference on College
Composition and Communication
in Washington, D.C, March 12-15,
where she participated in a
workshop on basic writing and
chaired a session entitled "What
Works Well in Teaching
Composition."
Marilyn Whisler (Political
Science) and Roseann White
(Biology) were panelists at the
general session of the Florida
Academy of Sciences annual
meeting in Tampa, March 23-25.
The panel convened by Whisler
discussed "Strategies for
Increasing Female Participation in
the Sciences."
L. M . Ehrhart (Biological
Sciences) made a presentation
entitled "Rare and Endangered
Plants and Animals of Florida," at
the annual meeting of the Florida
Anti-Mosquito Association in Fort
Walton Beach, April 28.
David B. Ingram
(Communicative Disorders)
presented two workshops on
"SMRC Super Speech"—a new
type of theory and application for
therapy which makes it possible to
treat some previously
" u n b e a t a b l e " patients—at Elmira
(N.Y.) College, April 10 and 1 1 ; and
to Broward County Speech
Clinicians in Ft. Lauderdale, April
25.
Dick Cornell (Teaching Analysis)
chaired Task Force II on
postsecondary guidelines for

learning resources programs, at
the annual convention of the
Association for Educational
Communications and Technology
in Denver, Colo., April 20-25. He
also presented papers to members
of the Health Education Media
Association at that meeting and
was appointed to the AECT
Curriculum Commission.
Thomas J . Costa (Veterans
Affairs) was elected to the Orange
County Democratic Executive
Committee during the March 11
Presidential Preference Primary.
Gary Orwig (Learning
Resources Center) was consultant
and presentor in a one-day
workshop on microcomputer
applications in instruction, and
participant in a task-force
committee examining the potential
impact of microcomputers upon
instruction, at the annual
conference of the Association for
Educational Communications and
Technology, held April 21 -25 in
Denver, Colo.
Elizabeth Wrancher (Music) was
a judge at the 1980 Naftzger
Young Artist Auditions and Music
Awards Contest for the Wichita
(Kan.) Symphony Society in
Wichita, May 3 and 4. On May 1
she held a Master class in Voice at
Orlando's Jones High School.
James L. Koevenig (Biological
Sciences) received first prize in
watercolors at the Apopka Foliage
and Art Show, and at the Artist's
League of Orange County Fashion
Square Mall Art Show.

Welcome
aboard!
We welcome the following new
employees:
Susan P. Willoughby (secretary
II, Athletics) will receive her AA
from Seminole Community College
in September. Originally from
Lubbock, Tex., she now lives in
Longwood and previously worked
for HRS.
Timothy Stone (custodian.
Building Services) of Winter Park,
formerly worked for Oviedo High
School. He is a native of Winter
Garden, and attended Seminole
Community College.
*
Keith H. Fowles (radio station
manager, Instructional Resources)
has a BA in English from the
University of Maine. He comes to
UCF from his hometown, Presque
Isle, Maine, where he was vice
president and general manager of
W A G M a m / T V . Married w i t h four
children, his special interests
include camping, boating, and the
culinary arts.
Linda E. Buck (secretary III,
Budget) attended Chandler School
for Women in Boston, Savannah
(Ga.) School of Interior Design, and
Northeastern University in
Cambridge, Mass. She previously
worked for Spouse Abuse, Inc.,
and her hobbies are watercolor
painting, photography, and crafts.
A native of Natick, Mass., she and
her husband, Larry, live in
Maitland.
*
Other new employees include
Joel Born (custodial worker.
Building Services), and Sherrill
Charba (microbiologist I, Natural
Sciences).
Leaving the University are Larry
Burns and Daniel Floyd (both
Computer Services), Nannette
Laframboise (Bookstore),
Elizabeth Lane (Financial Aid),
John McCoy (Finance and
Accounting), Suzanne Rhodes
(Engineering), Daniel Stansfield
(FSEC), and Milena Walderhaug
(Library).
Taking leave of absence is
Donna Dell'Angelo (Purchasing).
Returning from leave are Ruby
Dickerson (Developmental Center),
and Mike Kinder (Maintenance).

Classified
For Sale: 1 9 7 6 K Z 4 0 0
Kawasaki motorcycle. Excellent
condition; adult-owned; only 4,000
miles. Windshield, helmet, and
cover included. $725. Call Tom
Harrow, x2286.
For Sale: 1973 Dodge Polara. A
creampuff. $925. Call Earl Fowler,
x2286, Mon., Tues., or Wed.
mornings.
For Sale: Flat-bottom boat, 1973
Chevrolet Suburban, marble
topped tables, marble tray table,
small refrigerator, Sears automatic
ice maker (mini-bar), antique
chest, drapery rods, couch and
chair, pool table, 1973
International pick-up truck,
miscellaneous household items.
Call 365-7112.
For Sale: Forest City/Apopka
area; remodeled 3-bdrm., 1-bath,
central A / H , screened porch, utility
room, carport, fenced yard, carpet.
Washer/dryer, refrig., stove
included. Assume 8 percent first
mortgage. $33,900. Call x2371 or
886-6961 after 6 p.m.

*

